Tenorshare Renames iPhone Data
Recovery to UltData – Ultimate iOS 10
Data Recovery Software
NEW YORK, N.Y., Oct. 25, 2016 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Tenorshare has renamed
iPhone Data Recovery to UltData. The newest version has unveiled at
Tenorshare’s official website on October 24. A new feature of repairing iOS
10 white apple logo, stuck issues, etc. is offered in this new version.
UltData is abbreviation of “Ultimate Data.”

“We are dedicated to offering ultimate iOS 10 data recovery solutions and
assuring your family’s Apple devices’ data safety,” said Mike Lee, president
of Tenorshare. “The new version will break the limitations of old name and
offer data rescue solutions for iPad and iPod as well.”
New Repair iOS Operating System Option:
UltData offers a completely new feature to help users fix iOS stuck at Apple
logo, recovery mode loop, black screen, boot screen, blue screen, iTunes
errors, etc, when failed to upgrade to iOS10, assuring your Apple device is
running efficiently. If you would like to improve iOS performance, you can
also try this function. Most importantly, No data will lose during the
process of repair.
Recover One More Data Type – WhatsApp:

WhatsApp takes the world’s most popular messaging application. Apple fans use
it to send text messages, documents, images, etc. The new UltData provide a
real solution whenever you have lost WhatsApp chat messages or attachments.
You can even recover them back to iPhone and iPad.
Other splendid features include:
1. 3 recovery modes ensure 100 percent iPhone/iPad/iPod data recovery. Users
can recover data directly from iDevices, or from iTunes and iCloud Backup.
2. More than 20 types of files supported. SMS, iMessage, contacts, call
history, photos, videos, notes, bookmarks, Tango, etc.
3. Preview, print data or save messages, notes, contacts back to iDevice.
4. Be compatible with the newest iOS 10. The real fix for iPhone stuck in
white Apple logo after updating to iOS 10.
5. The Mac version works well in Apple’s newest MacOS Sierra.
Price and Availability:
Tenorshare offers Windows version and Mac one. The Windows version is $49.95,
the Mac one is $59.95. Users can get it from official website.
Windows version:
http://www.tenorshare.com/products/iphone-data-recovery-win.html
Mac version: http://www.tenorshare.com/products/iphone-data-recovery-mac.html

About Tenorshare:
Founded in 2007, Tenorshare is a global leader in iOS system management
field, including iPhone data recovery, iPhone data transfer, system
optimization, etc. For more information, visit our website:
www.tenorshare.com
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VIDEO (YouTube): https://youtu.be/IUtbUz29n6M
Additional videos: https://www.youtube.com/user/TenorshareOfficial

